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we are
VISIONARIES WHO ARE
PASSIONATE ABOUT WHAT WE
DO AND WE FERVENTLY
UPHOLD OUR IDEALS.

our IDEALS
We know our products and services which
means we provide our clients with true
value for money.

We support our customers as a team.

We value our customers feedback, ideas
and needs.

We focus on what is truly important to our
customers and keep them informed.
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design.manufacture.install
Our journey began more than 20 years ago
working solely within the kitchen space. We
have since evolved and are now able to offer
our clients a wider range of services including
interior design solutions.

At UNIQUE KITCHENS we strive to assist every
client with custom made cupboards that will
fit in with the purpose of a specific area – be
that a kitchen/ scullery/ eating-nook/reading
room - in trendy styles, that are durable
enough to last a lifetime.

We design, manufacture and install
customised built-in cupboards, furniture and
wooden products for residential and
commercial spaces.

Nothing would be possible without our
experienced workforce who are constantly
keeping abreast of new developments and
trends in the industry so as to offer our
customers exceptional service and
workmanship of the highest quality.

our approach
How we work
When designing products, we are able to work from the construction
plans as we are equipped with a variety of materials and can demonstrate
various styles using our design program with 3D sketches. Clients who
battle to envisage the end result, often find this very helpful.
Our factory is equipped with state-of-the-art machinery
including an in-house granite and stone cutting department
which ensures efficient delivery times and full-service solution.
It is our aim at UNIQUE KITCHENS to remain within the
client’s budget, but still deliver an exquisite product.
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our PROCESS
We create a detailed project plan that
includes a design phase, implementation
phase & installation.
Once the 3 phase plan is approved, we
create project milestones to ensure we are
on track and deadlines are defined.
We commence work ensuring your
products are attractive & functional.
Upon project completion, we review
milestones, request reviews, take
photographs and share project details
online.
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bespoke
manufacturing
for clients include:
Bespoke headboards & bases
that provide reading lights with
ample storage area and in base storage draws

Customised pedestals
Secret storage areas for jewellery. Purpose made shoe
cupboards that accomodates all shoe sizes.

entertainment equipment
TV Rooms/PJ Lounges house various entertainment equipment –
designed with easy access and neat storage facilities

sHELVING & UNITS
Floating shelves and hooks for handbags on display. Drinks units with
various colour mirror inlays and storage for accessories

Bespoke CABINETS & ROOMS
Bathroom cabinets and mirrors with concealed lighting. Studies
with added security features &concealed spaces for printers.
Mud rooms designed to accommodate discarded clothing

our partners

We work with a range of
clients across industries
Curro schools countrywide and various award winning exhibitions at Decorex in
Cape Town and Johannesburg.

Ansave Investments in Brackengate Business Park in Brackenfell and
Northgate Business Park. Residential houses including Boschenmeer
Golf Estate and Val de Vie Polo Estate

2 Military Hospitals in Wynberg, Groote Schuur Hospital in Mowbray, Cape Town
High Court, various offices in Advocate’s Chambers in Cape Town and Cape
Town International Airport;
Various schools such as Gimnasium Primary in Paarl, Dominican School for the
Deaf in Wynberg, Springfield Convent House in Wynberg and French School in
Cape Town;
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CONTACT US
T. 021 981 9393
E. INFO@UNIQUEKITCHENS.CO.ZA
W. WWW.UNIQUEKITCHENS.CO.ZA

